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PART I.

This part of the exam is mandatory. You will not be able to pass without answering both
questions in Part I. A satisfactory answer to both questions will guarantee that you pass.

This is the most important part of the exam and you should allocate the majority of
the time in the exam to it. You should definitely complete Part I before starting to
work on Part II. It is advisable not to start writing immediately, but to first structure
your thoughts in order to produce a “well-structured” answer (see below).

The two questions in Part I ask you to describe either mathematical concepts or math-
ematical proofs in your own words. Your answer will be marked according to whether it is
correct, comprehensive, and well-structured. An answer is comprehensive if all of the
important mathematical ideas are discussed and explained.

An answer will be considered good if all three criteria are satisfied.

It will be considered satisfactory if it has minor deficiencies in some of the three criteria.
E.g., fixable errors in definitions or arguments would be considered a minor deficiency in
correctness, the omission of one among several ideas or proof steps would be considered
a deficiency in comprehensivity, a general lack of structure or confused prose would be
considered a deficiency in being well-structured.

It will be considered unsatisfactory if it has a major deficiency in either correctness or
comprehensivity, e.g., a flaw in a definition that invalidates the argument, a major
error in an argument, or omitting the main idea of the proof would be considered
major deficiencies.

If both of your answers in Part I are marked as satisfactory, you are guaranteed to pass
the exam. The maximum number of points to be awarded in Part I is seven (in case both of
your answers are marked as good).

On pages 3 to 8 of this document, we provide answers to both questions of Part I in the
Template Exam. The given answers would be marked as good.



PART II.

This part of the exam is optional and not required for passing the exam. You can answer as
many questions as you like. Each question is worth one point. You can only obtain a total
exam score higher than 7 points if you answer questions in Part II of the exam.

In your answers, you may use all theorems proved in class without proof, provided that
you state them precisely and correctly and give a reference to Jech’s book (by page number or
theorem number) or to the handwritten lecture notes (with lecture number and page number).

The questions of Part II are more similar to questions in ordinary (closed book) mathe-
matics exams: they ask you to prove a particular statement of which you have not seen a
proof before. They will be marked in the usual way for mathematics exams.

Please finish Part I of the exam before starting with Part II. You should spend a sub-
stantial part of the 180 minutes in the exam on Part I. Doing all three questions of Part
II in the remaining time will be challenging: rather focus on one or two of the questions.
Providing a good answers to fewer questions will be better than collecting random thoughts
on all three of them.

In the following, we give some information about the answers of Questions II.1, II.2, and
II.3.

Question II.1. For the direction “⇐”, we show that if κ is not a strong limit, then
Hκ 6= Vκ: let λ < κ such that 2λ ≥ κ; in particular, P(λ) /∈ Hκ. But P(λ) ∈ Vλ+2 ⊆ Vκ.
Thus, Hκ 6= Vκ.

For the direction “⇒”, let us assume that κ is inaccessible. Since Vκ =
⋃
α<κVα, it is

enough to show for all α < κ that Vα ∈ Hκ. We prove this by induction on α.
Before we start with the induction, we observe that if A ⊆ Hκ and |A| < κ, then A ∈ Hκ:

if for each a ∈ A, |TC(a)| < κ, then TC(A) = A ∪
⋃
a∈A TC(a) has size < κ by regularity of

κ and the assumptions. We refer to this as the Observation.
Now we get to the induction: clearly, V0 ∈ Hκ. If Vα ∈ Hκ, then |Vα| =: λ < κ, and so

2λ = |P(Vα)| = |Vα+1| < κ by the fact that κ is a strong limit. Thus Vα+1 is a subset of
Hκ of cardinality < κ, thus by the Observation an element of Hκ.

Finally, if µ is a limit ordinal and for all α < µ, Vα ∈ Hκ. By definition, Vµ =
⋃
α<µVα ⊆

Hκ. Then for all α < µ, the cardinal κα := |Vα| is less than κ, and thus |Vµ| ≤
∑

α<µ κα < κ
by regularity of κ. Thus, the Observation implies that Vµ ∈ Hκ.

Question II.2. This is Exercise 9.3 in Jech’s book (p. 121) with a very useful hint. Since
some details might not be quite clear in the hint, there are some handwritten notes to be
found on pp. 10 & 11 of this file.

Question II.3. As proved in class, the assumptions of the question imply that κ is a
measurable cardinal (cf. the proof of Lemma 17.3 in Jech’s book). This means that there is
a non-trivial κ-complete ultrafilter U on κ. If X ∈ U , then X ⊆ κ, so X ∈ Vκ+1 = P(Vκ);
thus, U ⊆ Vκ+1, i.e., U ∈ P(Vκ+1) = Vκ+2 ⊆M .
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As a consequence, M |=“there is a non-trivial κ-complete ultrafilter on κ”, and thus
M |=“κ is measurable”. Since κ < j(κ), this means that in M , j(κ) is not the least
measurable cardinal, i.e.

M |= ∃λ(λ < j(κ) ∧ “λ is measurable”).

But now we can apply elementarity (since V |= Φ(κ) ⇐⇒ M |= Φ(j(κ))) and get

V |= ∃λ(λ < κ ∧ “λ is measurable”)

which is what we needed to show.

Important remark. Question II.1 is easy to solve with a simple google search and Question
II.2 is an exercise in Jech’s book with a hint. In the real exams, we shall aim for questions
with no easily googlable answers or solutions in Jech’s book.
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